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The Twilight Zine is published at random intervals by the MIT 
Science Fiction Society. It's free to members of said organization, 
and to others for trades, letters, contribs, or just because we 
feel like it. NOT FOR SALE. The bird is defunct so send everything 
to me. That's Bernard Morris, 420 Memorial Drive, Cambridge 39, Mass.

In the next ish there will be more Hoylman stories (of course), 
more fiendish songs, and, with luck, the story of a great Hack about 
to take place in the very near future, plus other assorted odds and 
ends.
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-BLM
Dammit! This is turning into a Hoylmanzine. He now has the 

distinction of not only being the only one who can write, but the 
onlv one who does. hot that his stuff isn't good enough (I really 
think some of it is better than the junk you buy nowadays) but 
let's have someone else, too. Please. Ur else.

A few- weeks ago I received a call from a techratary at, of 
all places, the public relations department. bhe said that she'd 
received a letter from Mademoiselle Magazine which refered to a 
"science fiction newsletter" that, they had heard was "being circu
lated" at MIT. The next day I went up to see her, armed with 
misc. (and very confusing" things about UH in general and the 
MITSFS in particular. She showed me the letter, its heading was 
"mademoiselle—the magazine for Smart Young Women." Mighod!! 
What do they want from us? I gave her some old issues and, since 
the beings at Mie. had also mentioned that super-contraversial 
word "fandom" in their letter, a fanzine or two. The March issue 
of F&SP, which’has a totally incomprehensible thing on fandom in 
it. I also drowned her in we-wrote-about-it-twenty-years-before- 
it-happened type propaganda,, with plugs where I felt they were 
necessary. I can't really believe that they will use it in their 
publication, but it will be interesting if they. do.

Also a few weeks ago, a girl who must remain anonymous (her 
initials are C.S.) sent a letter to a fellow in Baker House. It 
had a picture and a plea that she was lonely and wanted some pen
pals, (bhe couldn't have been too lonely if she only wanted pen
pals). She made a mistake. It turned out that this particular 
tool had a sense of humor. He mimeoed up the following letter and 
gave copies out to everyone in the dorm, including her name and 
address. boon the other dorms were in the act. I have heard that 
at least nine other schools have also nobly responded to this poor, 
lonely girl. The forms are also used for the loved one back hime, 
sometimes with interesting results.. The Letter:- 

______ my darling: - ... u
Ahi What a lovely name! I knew when .1 first heard it 

that you were truly an. angel. Yes, I am one of the lonely 
MIT boys, lost in a frantic competitive universe, who 
desperately needs someone to help him along the twisted 
pathways of life. I sit here at my desk, looking out at 
the lonely city lights and whispering your name, "________ ",
"________ "o My very being aches to see you, to hear you,
to ripple my fingers through your soft ______  hair, to
kiss your lovely, tender lips. I cannot eat, I cannot 
sleep; I lie awake and cry your name into the night.
Oh, my far-away love, if you were only here 



with me, to hold my hand and perhaps...., yes, per
haps to say you love me as I love you, I know I could 
stop drinking. Uh please, my perfect, love, send'me 
your picture so that I may talk to it through the long, 
lonely night, feeling somehow that you might hear and 
know the true depths of my love, Then... I know I 
could find a small grain of happiness.

With all my love,
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Burton House Box  
420 Memorial Drive 
Cambridge 39? Mass. .

MIT form RU-4-69-2

Fun, huh? But I do pity her poor mailman. (Coolie's note 
to foregoing; her post office, noticing the large influx of mail, 
kept a count of letters to C.S. The count is now over 17,500 !)

Many witticisms converning the Bomb, etc., are appearing 
these days. Most of them can be called sick, i.e., they calmly 
joke about our "all going together when we go". They are mostly 
written as a way of laughing off our troubles.. Mostly, but not 
all, which gives me the opportunity of introducing ARLewis. He 
is unique in the sense that he means it when he says "Help stamp 
out SANE, the job you save may be your own".’ As a way of back
ground, he is a first- year grad student ht"the tool or die works 
(MIT to entering freshmen). He was also here last year and the 
three before as an undergrad before his Metamorphesis to his 
present "superior" state. I had the XXXXXX-XX experience last 
year of living on the same floor with him. For the past week 
he has been in CENSURED, testing CENSURED, which is perfectly 
natural sinbe he is a real Evil Atomic Scientist. He is also 
mildly eccentric as proven by the time he tried to
throttle some clod who had thrown a book at him during a meeting. 
I would hate to see his finger near the Little Red Button. There 
is a rumor that he received his training from Doctor Sivana.

Abo*ut the letter coulmn. There ain’t none because:
1. Ravin is lazy.
2. There were' damn few letters.

The former will probably not change; the latter had better! 
The money we save on postage goes for bheer.

For Mercy has a human heart Cruelty has a human heart,
Pity a human face, And Jealousy a human face-;
And Love,the human form divine, Terror the human form Divine,
And Peace the human dress'. And Secrecy the human dress.

Mad Wm Blake
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While IHTEP expresses a widely felt sentiment, (not really) it 
is rather limite.do These filk songs, mostly written by ARLewis of 
Mordor, are a better (and more printable) expression of our toolish 
selves. The great classic, "We Are the Engineers", is not included 
for obvious reasons. It's feelthy.

Ethnic hoLt.es for those of you who do not have to‘sweat out 
all this jazz..

‘ 10-250—-a den of iniquity 
slipstick^—sliderule 
brass rat—the .class ring. There is an interesting tradition 

about how it should be worn which would not, however, make 
it through the US mail.

farads,. . . coulombs—the hell with them
harvard---the boys school up the river
6.00—now 6.01 or something, a ream
the Radon lab-Lewis’ hauntthe laws of Thermodynamics;ls^ you can’t win, 2nd- you can't 

break even
the Great Lome—center of the universe
the tuition riot—it never happened

THE CURRENT SOURCE (tune: the boom boom boom, 
a pop song about five years 

One day in old 6.00 lab I saw a great big box; ago)
It was all black and written on, and tied down with big locks.
It had a shorting bar on it and writing on the side;
It said: TEN. (10) AMPS—NO MATTER WHAT., It always was alive.

I wheeled it over to my bench; my partners weren't there.
I wanted to see what it read on the microammeter.
I hooked the MIT meter through a hundred billion ohms.
It look like they'll no longer need to plaster the great dome.

When they finally got the lab cleaned out, I was well upon my way, 
A heading back to harvard bridge to throw it in the bay.
I chanced to meet old Ernie G. , his face was all bright red.
He said,"Short out that goddamned thing. The currents go through my

• ’ head".
At this. 1 dropped thebig black box right off into the bay;
The bubbles started immediatly, electrolysing away.
The Charles is getting lower every minute every day.
If someone doesn't short out that source, the crew will row on clay.

hoLt.es


FOLLOW THE BATUM NOBE (tune: obvious)
When the quiz begins and Ernie calls, 
Follow the datum node.
You can draw a matrix of another dual 
If you follow the datum node.

CHORUS: Follow the datum node, follow the datum node, 
For the quiz will be over in a minute or so, 
If you follow the datum node.

I cut the nodes and I tied the links.
Follow the datum node.
Then I noticed that the circuit had sources and sinks. 
Follow the datum node.

OHORUS

A current source here and a voltage source there. 
Follow the datum node.
Invoke Thevenin, Norton, and pull your hair.
Follow the datum node.

CHORUS

The second problem’s like the first.
Follow the datum node.
But it’s got more’ nodes and it's infinitely worse. 
Follow the datum node.

CHORUS
Now I've done this quiz midst sorrow and tears. 
Follow the datum node.
And I'll get a hundred after, all these years.
Follow the datum node.

CHORUS .

So the last bell rang and I nearly died.
Follow the datum node.
There's another problem on the other side.
Follow the datum node.

Follow the datum node, follow the datum node. 
For the quiz is over and I'm going to fail 
Cause I followed the datum node.-
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THE FRESHMAN1S LAMENT (tune: Cowboy’s Lament)

As I walked out ofthe room 10-250,
As I walked out of the lecture one day,
I met a poor freshman with slipstick and pencil, 
With slipstick and pencil and so much to say.

"I see by your brass rat that you are a senior." 
These words did he say as I slowly limped by. 
"Come sit down beside me and solve this equation; 
I’ve got a straight F and I'm saying good-by."

"I integrate slowly, my quiz marks are lowly;
My themes were re jected—they say.they're too clear. 
With farads and newtons and joules, dynes, and coulombs, 
A hell of a future--a Tech Engineer." . .

"I dream differentials and standard potentials;
My mass action constants are always the same0 
My chem lab assignments are dry lab refinements, 
And chemistry lectures are. always to blame."

* "Let six tech coeds come carry my sliderule; 
Let six happy seniors come help me along. .. j
For I'm a poor freshman with nothing but failures, 
A poor flunking freshman and I've done no wrong."

** This 1.2 freshman then transferred to harvard, 
Where he got the best’ grades that anyone had.. 
Now he's making millions and living' in oomfort; T 
I wonder if harvard will take me post-grad.

* sing this slowly as if contemplating an 8.07 final
** sing this happily if you still remember how.

WHEN WE'RE TESTING (tune: Saints: marching 
song)

When we're testing in Nevada'
And the bomb's been placed below
I want to be far. from ground zero 
a ube' the neutron flax, won ’ t ^o^

Oh when the micro-fissures form (2) ' •.
I want to be collecting data,’ 
When the micro-fissures form*

Some say the bomb is evil
And will kill us all en masse
But unless we test quite often 
There's no use for radon gas.

Oh when the samples have arrived (2) 
I'll put them in my counting chamber 
When the samples have arrived.
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1,2,3,4,..TESTING (tune Battle Hymn du 
Republic)

It was gloomy in the atom ...lab.—the funds were getting low, 
And it looked as if our project had been dealt the fatal, blow. 
Then the Russians resumed testing—and the money started to flow.

--Cause we're finally going to test some more.
Chorus: • . •

• ^*1*7a; How the data comes roiling in (5)
—Cause we're finally going to test some more.

The pacifists then heard of it 'and raised a squeaky cry 
That the atmospheric strontium was getting awfully high.
We re-read New Hampshires motto—said men must live EREE or die. 

And....(Chorus)

We sent to Nevada to perform the crucial tests,
And he b±rchect about it to us--said it ruined his beauty rests. 
Then we found him in Las Vegas—in the sinful gambling nests.

But....(Chorus)

GOB BLESS FREE ENTERPRISE

God bless Eree Enterprise
System’: divine . • 
Stand beside her 
And guide her 
Just as long as the profits are mine. 
Good old Wall Street 
May she flourish.
Corporations
May they grow.
God.bless Free.Enterprise-the Status Quo 
God bless Free Enterprise-the Status Quo.

capitalist WAR SONG
Come all ye Union haters 
Red and labor baiters
Right, fight, fight for Capital!

Wave the bloody sabre
Crush the rights of labor
Fight, fight, fight for Capital!

Bamn, damn, damn, damn, 
Bamn the stupid masses.
Fight, fight, fight, fight 
For Upper Classes 
(Repeat first verse)
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THE THERMODYNAMICS FINAL (tune: Battle Hymn 
of the Republic)

Free energy and entropy were whirling in his brain
With partial differentials and Greek letters in their train, 
And the delta, sigma, theta, epsilon, and pi's
Were driving him distracted as they danced before his eyes.

Chorus: Glory, glory dear old Thermo .(3)
We'll pass you by and by*

Heat content .and fugacity revolved within his brain, 
Like the molecules and atoms that you never have to name. 
With logarithmic functions doing cakewalks in his dreams 
And partial molal quantities devouring choclate creams.

Chorus

They asked him on this final if a mole of any gas
In a vessel with a membrane through which hydrogen could pass 
Were compressed, to half its volume what the entropy would be 
If two-thirds of delta sigma equalled half of delta P.

Chorus

He said he gue.ssed the entropy would have to equal four, 
Unless the second law would bring it up a couple more. 
But then it might be seven if the Carnot law applied, 
Or it might be almost zero if the delta T should slide.

Chorus

The professor read his" paper with a corrugated brow, 
He knew he:d have to mark it, he didn't quite know how, 
Till an inspiration in his cerebellum suddenly smote 
As he siezed his'.trusty fountain-pen, and this is what he wrote.

Chorus . r -

Just as you guessed the entropy I'll have to guess your grade, 
But the second law won't raise it to the mark you might have made.
For it might have been a hundred, if your guesses all were good 
But I think it must be zero till they're rightly understood.

Glory, glory dear old Thermo (3) 
We'll try again next year.
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HAIL TO MIT -(tune: Alma's mother)

There beside the Charles Biver Basin, 
Lies an awsome sight (site) 
Midst the factory whistles blowing 
Long into the night. .

There it squats; its Great Lome rising 
Like an ugly head.
Viscious grin across it sweeping, 
'Wishing you were dead.

Toothlike pillars neatly standing, 
Bared beneath the sun;
Crablike pincers cruelly formed 
^y buildings 2 and 1.

In its halls the unwashed student
Cringes from the lights.
As if he were a streptococcus
Pursued by leukocytes.

Lab instructors, proctors, finals
Rub their hands with glee.
Cackle gaily to eachother
Brom screwing you and me.

At its rear, like fecal matter, 
Sits Necco's seething vat.
Adding pungent choclate odor
To that of rancid fat.

Gather round all Tech tool brothers
Brom every ethnic root. •
Lift your voice in joyous chorus;
.... the Institute 1

■ TELL ME WHY

Tell me why the stars do shine,
Tell me why the ivy twine,
Tell me why the sky's so blue.
And I will tell you just why I love you.

Busion reactions make the stars shine, 
Tropisms make the ivy twine, 
Rayliegh scattering's why the sky’s so blue. 
Gonads and hormones are why I love you.
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THE BALLAD OB MIT

(NOTE: for 1962-t- 2n years subtract $200n from all values denoted
*$. t takes on positive and nagative values.)

This is the story of a freshman named Charlie, 
It's a tragic and fateful tale.
He took his tuition, all *$1500 
And sent it off by mail.

Chorus: oh, did he ever get in; no, he never got in;
And we'll tell you the reason why. 
If you only have *$1500, 
You're $200 shy.

Charlie waits all day at the tables at Walker, 
Crying:"What will become of me?
If I can't afford to pay my tuition, 
I:ll have to leave MIT"

Chorus

Charlie went down to the student center
Wearing a clean white shirt;
He said,"You've got all' of 66 million.
Will $200 hurt?"

Chorus ► 1 ..
Now all you freshman, don't you think it's a scandal 
How the INSTITUTE makes you pay and pay.
So: come next September, give them *$1500
And we'll tell you what they'll say—

0hr we won't let you in; no, we won't let you in.
And we'll tell you the reason why--
If you only have *$1500 ’ '
You're $200 shy.

(Some of these songs have been changed for reasons of National 
Security, I have just been "informed that Yourf riendandmine Bob 
Schildkraut and Marty Klein were also responsible for some of 
these things.)

God and universe have separated, and set each other as opposites. 
Consciousness, the Ego, has a being such that the other (everything 
else) is for it (its object). In developing this train of thought 
one arrives at the creation of fre’e spirits, the world, and so on. 
The absolute anthesis, the atom (i,e. the Ego), which at the same 
time is a manifold (of contents of consciousness), is finiteness 
itself. It is for itself (in actuality) merely exclusion of its 
anthesis (the absolute Idea).

-from Reason in History, Hegel 
((Give me a good honest equation any day))



—Doug HoyIman

The day after the first woman landed on the Moonbase, a little 
man5 in the Bronx named Irving Poindexter sat browsing through his 
collection of old Comet Science Fiction magazines. Suddenly he jumped 
up, raced for his phone, and called the Comet editorial office in 
Manhattan. "I beg your pardon," he said to the woman who answered 
the phone, "but could you tell me the address of one of your authors? 
His name is Joshua Harrison and he had a story in the July, 19^2 issue." 
He had to fight to keep his voice calm. The woman on the other end 
said, "Just a minute and a half, please," and 90 seconds later came 
back and said, "This is the address he gave us in 19^-2, the only one 
we have. Joshua Harrison, RFB Route #5, Wide Spot, Missouri. What?! 
Yes, that’s the name of the town. Wide Spot, Missouri." Irving Poin
dexter said "Thank you," and hung up. Within twenty minutes he had 
road maps and a full gas tank and was speeding toward Wide Spot, Missouri.

Walter Linton, editor-in-chief of Comet, was sitting at his desk 
under a large wall sign bearing the magazine’s motto, "Today’s science 
fiction will be tomorrow’s history," when his secretary, Mabel Arthur, 
walked in. "I have two fascinating bits of news for your wicked old 
ears," she remarked.

"I wasn’t aware that my ears were as wicked as the rest' of me," 
he replied. "So what does my personal press service have to report?"

"Item one," Mabel began, "another triumph for the equality of 
the sexes.. There is now a woman on the moon. Item two, there is a 
town in Missouri with the charming name of Wild Spot."

Linton smiled. "I know all about Miss Sarah McCall and her little 
ride. Where did you find this town? There are plenty of towns in 
Missouri vzhich arc no more than wide spots in the road, but I didn't 
know anyone had gotten around to calling one that."

"Somebody phoned just a minute ago,"’ she eaid, "and vzanted to 
know the address of a guy named Joshua Harrison, who sold us a story 
about forty years ago. Turns out his address is Wide Spot, Missouri." 

"Quaint name," mused Linton. "Nov; why would anyone want to know 
an address like that? I don’t even remember the name, and I've been 
around here since the '50's. Go get a copy of that story from the 
files. I'm curious."

Before Mabel was out the door Frank Rath, the young managing 
editor, was in. "Say, Walt," he began, "about the May issue..." 

"Hold it, Mabel," Linton said. On second thought," he pointed 
at Rath, "you go."

"Go where? What's up?" Rath said. Mabel told him, "July, 19^-2 
issue. Look up a story by Joshua Harrison. Hurry up."
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"But the May issue, bossc.."
"No, the July issueo 1942c Go," Linton told him curtly. Rath 

went e
"For a young fellow, Frank is a good editor, but somehow I enjoy 

riding him," Linton said to Mabelo "I guess it's his superior attitude."
Mabel nodded in agreement, "But he's cute. Well, I have some 

letters to get out," She went to her outer office.
A few minutes later the intercom on Linton's desk buzzed. It was 

Frank Rath, sounding worried, "Walt, do you have your Times on your 
desk as usual?"

"Of course," said Linton, "But did you findo.."
"Yes, I did. Would you please read me the first paragraph of the 

lead story on the first page?"
Puzzled, Walt did so. "'February 15, I960, Special to the New 

York Times-, At about noon EST today, the first woman ever to set foot 
on another heavenly body, Major Sarah McCall, WAC, entered Moonbase, 
Her presence there was the end product of much debate and was a defeat 
for the Earthbound commander of the Moon Project- Col, James Blaine,1 
So?"

Breathing harder, Rath continued-. "Now read me the sign above 
your desk "

"Today's science fiction will be tomorrow's history.' I repeat. So?" 
"Now I shall read. From the July, 19^2 issue of Comet, A short 

story by Joshua Harrison entitled ®A Woman's Place.' i:'No!" Colonel 
Blaine shouted. "For nine years now--ever since '71--I have kept the 
Moon a man's world, and it's geing to stay that way as long as I am 
commander of the Project- Look at those photographs, Major McCall, 
Does that look like a place for women?"'"

There was a long silence. Then Rath said. "Walt?"
"Frank, come- up here right away. And bring that magazine. If 

this is another of your jokes you can laugh all the way to the unem
ployment office J He switched off and then buzzed Mabel. "Were you 
by any chance listening to that conversation, Miss Arthur?"

"I'm afraid so, sir," she said meekly,
"Good- Then I won't have to explain anything to you. And the 

name's Walt,"
Rath came in, his face white. "This is fantastic! It's amazing! 

Astounding!"
"Are you going to show me the story," Linton said gruffly, 'or 

just stand there and list our competitors?"
"Here it is, boss," Rath handed him a worn Comet,
He opened it to the Harrison story- "Holy satellites! You were 

telling the truth! Listen to this.-, 'Sally was reminded of the day 
when she first left Tacoma to begin her freshman year at Stanford, 
Her mother had said. "Someday r : "

Mabel interrupted, reading from the Times■ "'Born and raised 
in Tacoma- Washington Major McCall obtained her B S, and M.S. in 
geophysics from Stanford University,' I don't believe it!"

They continued comparing. Every piece of data in the story 
corresponded exactly with the information in the Times article. When 
the three of them had used up all the expressions of astonishment 
they knew, Linton said, "Mabel, go see if we printed any more of this 
Harrison's stories, Then check with all the other S-F mags and see 
if they printed any< Find out all you can about Harrison."

When she had left Rath said to Linton, "What do you make of it, 
boss?!’
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Linton thought and said, "As a science-fictionist I would say 

precognition to the nth degree. As a scientist I would say impossible. 
And as an editor I would say let's print some more of his stories."

Within fifteen minutes Mabel was back. "We didn't print any 
more of his stories, but we rejected a total of thirty-two between 
195^- 2-nd 19^-8. None of the competition printed any, at least of those 
that are still around, and among them they rejected over two hundred."

Linton whistled. "Two hundred stories! And if they all were as 
accurate as this one--"

"They may not have been, Walt," Rath interjected. "This one could 
have been a fluke."

"A fluke with a total of fifty-eight sub-flukes, giving names, 
dates, places, and technical details? Frank, Joshua Harrison had some 
way of foretelling the future down to the detail!"

"Is there any chance that Harrison is still alive? If he was 
writing in 1958? he would probably be in his sixties at least by now," 
Mabel observed.

"I don't know," said Linton. "But I'm willing to gamble a few 
hundred bucks that we will find something in Wide Spot. Mabel, find 
out the fastest way to get there and buy three tickets on whatever 
it is. I'll pay for it out of my own pocket," he added.

"Three tickets?" Rath asked. •
’---"Well, of course. You, Mabel and me. We're the only ones who 

know anything about it."
"But the May issue--" Rath began lamely.
"Since when was there ever an issue that needed your help to come 

out on time, Frank?" Or mine either," Linton added reflectively.
Mabel called out, "Wide Spot is near St. Louis. There is a plane 

leaving Idlewils for St. Louis in an hour and a half, and I have three 
adjacent-, tourist class, seats on it. If we hurry we can make the next 
'copter to the airport."

As they left Rath said,."How do you do it, Walt? There are two 
types of secretaries, the pretty ones and the efficient ones. I always 
thought the two types were mutually exclusive until I met Mabel. Or 
do you have an old crone locked up in your closet doing all the work 
while Mabel sits out front and looks sexy?" For his answer he was tapped 
lightly on the head by Mabel's purse.

They rented a car in St. Louis .and drove to Wide Spot, which proved 
to be just what its name implied. The Harrison residence turned out 
to be a farm several miles out from Wide Spot. The three persons 
from Comet knocked on the door of the big farmhouse. It was answered 
by a friendly man in his ^-O's. "Come in. What can I do for you folks?" 

."We would like to see Joshua Harrison, please," Linton replied.
"Joshua Harrison has been dead for twenty years," the man said.

"I'm his son, Abraham.,Harrison. Can I help you?"
"We are from Comet Science Fiction magazine," Linton said. "One 

of your father's stories was published in our magazine back in 19^2. 
Wd'd like to discuss it."

Harrison answered, "I don't really know what's to discuss about 
one of Bad's old stories, but you're .welcome to come in and «hat. Well, 
hello Ma'am," he added,, noticing Mabel for the first time.

As they entered Rath pulled Linton aside. "You're not going to 
tell this farmer what's going on, are.you?"

"Why on earth not?" Linton said.
"Bo you mean to say," Rath said impatiently, "that you haven't 

realized just how much we can get out of this? Being able to predict 
the future! Money, pewer, fame--and the fewer people in on our little
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secret, the more each of us can get out of it!"

"And this is all you came along for?" Linton gasped. "Your-lper- 
sonal gain?" • . • • :- ’ ’ oc a

"So what’s your angle, then? Why did you blow- all the money on the 
plane ride?" • . • • :

"My immediate objective was just curiosity, I s.uppose, and after - • 
that the interests of science. But you may have a point in keeping 
it secret□ Knowing the future in exact detail could cause all sorts 
of panic*" •• .

"You altruistic old fool! I uidn't think there were’ such charac
ters left* Stilly maybe we should tell Harrison* We'll find out more 
if he knows what we're after*" , \

They went- into the parlor to rejoin- Abraham Harrison and. Mabel. 
Harrison had not even noticed their absence, being more interested, in 
Mabel. •: • ■ / • -

"Now what vzas it you gents wanted to discuss? Just cq-ll me .Abe, 
everyone else does," said Harrison. ,

"Abe, did you ever read the story by your father that we- printed?" 
Linton asked* • . •« ’f • ■ • U’

"Probably, but it was so many years ago I don't remember it, " 
Harrison replied.. "I never did like that science fiction, anyway-- 
sorry* Nothing personal." \

"Have you seen this morning's newspaper?" Mqbel -asked,
"I don:t take any newspapers, Ma'am, expept for the Misspuri Mule. 

It's a farmer's paper* I don't really need any of that other news 
to run a farm." , r . ;• '

"Here is your father's story, and here is this morning's New York 
Tiiacs* <Would you read them both, please?" Linton said as he.handed, 
both publications to.Harrison.

The farmer read both-stories, ■ then handed them back. •"They're>. 
the same! What does it all mean?" he.said* "You mean, to say Bad 
wrote this--in nineteen forty-two?'. But this Major McCall wasn't. 
even born then! V.'ait a minute. -In 19^2•>I- was • nine years old*. : If 
I remember right, one day Bad picked up Mom's McCall's magazine and 
said something about that being a good name for one of those stories. 
He tore the name off the cover and Mom got angry with him. So this 
means—vzhat does it all mean?" he said-again. - • _-

"That," Linton szid quietly, "is what we came all the way from 
Nev; York to find out. Bon’t you have any idea?"

• "Was there anything--ah—unusual about your father, . Abe? " Rath
persisted, "Bid.he

"All .1 know is
ever 
that

claim he could.predict the■future?"
he was just about like all the other farmers 

around here," said Harrison, "except 
that he wrote•stories .in the evenings *" 
He didn't haye a crystal ball or any
thing," he added with a glance at Rath* 

"Well, how did he pick the names, > 
dates, and so on for his stories?" -Linton 
askedT.     r

"About the same way he got McCall^ 
He just found them laying around*. Like 
once I had two of my friends, Billy 
Allen and Ron Shepherd^ over here, an,d 
Bad asked me .who they were, arid then

• he said, '".That's a good name. I'll use 
ito"! ■: ’ 1 -

• Rath looked at Linton, then at ■ 
■Harrison. • "Boes the. name .Alan Shepard 
mean anything to .you?" . •;
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"Holy cow!" Harrison said. "Bu.t that's- the way he worked.- Or 

he would take a date and turn it around. Like if he was writing on 
September 17, 19^6, he'd make his story oh September 1^-, 1976."

"First man on the moon," Linton'murmured.
"Things like thatf He just found these things laying around.

I guess he was just lucky or something."
• "Hold on!" said Mabel, who had been quiet for some time. "We may 

have something big here. Boys, I think you've had your cause and effect 
reversed." ■'

"What?" said Linton and Rath in unison. . .
"You've been looking at your motto and assuming that Joshua Har

rison wrote it down because it was going to happen. Right now it 
looks like it happened because Joshua Harrison wrote it down first."

"Wow!" said Rath.
"Either way, it's a big mouthful to swallow," said Linton, wiping 

his forehead. "Abe! Do you have any more of your father's stories?"
"Sure; there’s a big trunk in the attic with hundreds of them. 

Would one of you gents like to help me bring it down?" .
Rath went off to help with the trunk. When they returned, it 

proved to contain a huge pile of manuscripts. Rath looked through 
a few of them. "Here's the story of the first trip to Mars, and one 
On the Jupiter expedition! Every detail just as it happened. And 
most of these stories are dated in the future! They haven't happened 
yet! We: 11 be rich1."1 He threw papers in the air jubilantly.

"Rich?" Harrison said. "You mean I can sell these stories to your 
magazine?" “

"Don't be ridiculous;, country boy," Rath exulted. "Just think 
of the money you can make predicting the future! Investments, bets, 
and we can be famous, too."

"Hey, that's right," Harrison mused. "And Dad willed everything 
here to me, 'That means I own all these stories, too." His voice grew 
in a dramatic crescendo. "And why should I share what’s rightfully 
all mine with a bunch of no-good cheating city slickers!"‘

The others stopped. "Now just a minute, farmer," Rath said, "if 
it hadn't been for us you would never have known about this. We de
serve something, too."

"Mister," Harrison said, "You know how we settle arguments like 
this in Missouri? We just ask the other fellow politely if he’d like 
to step outside,"

"Well., fancy that," Rath said, mimicking the other's speech. 
"That's just how we settle arguments on the lower east side."

"Shall we go?" Harrison asked politely. They went.
. "Walt, stop them! They'll hurt each other," cried Mabel.

’ "No, they won't, my dear. They're fighting barehanded," Linton 
said calmly, leafing through the stack of stories. "Besides, I have 
better things to worry about than those young fools. For instance, 
we have right here the story of how Yuri' Gagarin first orbited- the 
Earth, including, I•11 bet, a few Russian secrets the United States 
doesn't know yeto And here's the story of the Jupiter expedition." 

"Why, that's due to get back this week," Mabel said.
"Yes, but it is doomed to an ironic failure, if Joshua is as 

infallible as usual Listen to' this. 'Earth was within sight and 
all was well when Manotti'--that's the navigator, right?—-'yelled, 
"Something's wrong! All hands prepare for emergency!" And that was 
the last message from the doomed ship as it crashed, after successfully 
navigating through asteroids and ammonia storms, on top of a* common, 
ordinary Missouri farmhouse.'"
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"Oh,.the poor men," scid Mabel. "After all that--did you say a 

Missouri farmhouse?"
As if on cue, the spaceship crashed. Frank Rath and Abe Harrison 

were so engrossed in fighting that they did not hear it coming.

When the Wide Spot police came to investigate the noise, they found 
Irving Poindexter, who hrd seen the catastrophe from a safe distance, 
sitting in his car sobbing hysterically. Only one thing he said at 
that time was coherent, and for this one statement he was quoted around 
the world. He said, "At the bottom of that hole lies the future of 
just about everything." Of course, they assumed he meant the loss of 
the Jupiter ship. But he hadn’t even known that that was what had 
crashed on the farmhouse.

Work and pray, live on hay 
You'll get pie, in the sky 
When you die.
It's a lie!

The Fidel Castro revolutionary movement, which finally over
threw the Batista^dictatorship in Cuba on Jan 1, 1959, appears to 
have the full support of the Cuban people behind it, although its 
position as aright-wing or leftist regime still remains to be 
determined. Premier Castro has repeatedly insisted that his govern
ment harbors no Communists or Communist sympathizers.

-from the I960 World Almanac

! (Times do change, don't they?)

In thissame•Almanac (I always keep the one from two years ago, 
I'm a reactionary), there are "Comments on the Political Scene". 
What a laugh, but there are a few good comments,"the general 
Eisenhower attitudes- of an amiable rather than a demanding lead
ership..." or "government-by-accomadations".

"But to what end was -.this- 
world.formed?" said Candide. 
"To. infuriate us", replied 
Martin. ” -f

M.Voltaire

In view of the rather primative 
facilities in the Mercury and 
Gemini capsules,it seems that a 
large portion of the astronaut's 
training must be toilet training.
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Some random useless facts concerning the mit science fiction
SOCIETY.

-by the Ravin

1. We may be termed, without fear of contradiction, Six Committees 
in Search of a Society. Practically every member heads a committee 
or subcommittee. These committees have been known to continue for 
months after they had any known function. In fact, some” have never 
had any known function. It is not terribly unusual to receive a 
complete set of "no reports".,

2. Our purpose, as it says in the constitution, is to disseminate 
the knowledge of goodScience Fiction to the MIT community. At 
times it is difficult to find good Science.Fietion.

3© We have frequent guest speakers at our meetings. They have in
cluded Issac Asimov, Hal Clement, Dr.I„Asimov, John W.Campbell jr, 
and Robert Abernathy0 • ;

5- Our advisor has yet to attend a meeting. He consented to advise 
solely on this condition. ■ ...

6. We are probably the only society on campus to ever get written 
up in a nationally circulated magazine,"Original Science Fiction", 
July 1959, "Building 9", by J.Martin "Shag" Graetz. Shag is a 
former Founding Father of the SQciety who wrote this story using 
the Institute as a background and the members as characters, thinly 
disguised. After a lenthly debate whether or not to send a letter 
of commendation to the publisher, we decided to sue for libel.

7. We have a private library of (about) 2000 items in a room in 
the bowels of the Institute. (50-020) Included among these are: a 
complete collection of Astoundings (Jan 130 to date),numerous 
Amazings (some from ’26), many hardcovers, even more paperbacks, 
and other odd and assorted items. The library is open to MEMBERS 
ONLY.

8. There is a motion on the books to draw and quarter one partic
ularly beloved member who shall remain anonymous. This has never 
been carried out. .• •<

9© The term "William" is used in oue meetings. It refers to the 
Magazine of Fantasy and Science Fiction. We reallydon’t know why.

10. Among the interesting objects in our archives are the world’s 
worst posters, a heptopus with one broken’pus (carefully authentic
ated by the Biology Dept.), and a few Mickey Spillane books donated 
by some misguided individual. These archives would be on display 
except for'onr thing, we can’t, find them. Note: we hold the world’s 
record for having posters stolen, one was stolen before it was placed 
on the bulliten board.
11. At a recent charities carnival, Carnalcomm- yes Virginia, there 
is a Carnalcomm, set up*a game based on a Hieronymous machine 
(needless to say carefully authenticated by JWOjr). The former 
president of the defunct Psychic Research Society refused to play
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saying, "I don’t believe in such devices."

12. We have a permanent War Council devoted to collecting books 
borrowed from our library and never returned, a secondary purpose 
is the stamping out of such subversive organizations as Institute 
Committee, any one of a number of deans, John W. Campbell, Jr., 
The Tech, and a dozen other assorted and continually changing 
things at any given moment.

13. We once asked each of about 10 members-to vote for his 15 
favorite SF works. Approximately 50 books were niminated, 
including "Kraushaar and Ingard"*.

14. The adjournment motion has been known to go through 10 votes 
before finally being passed. This is done just out of sheer 
cussedness. At one time we had a special office termed "Miller"/ 
after a .particularly infamous former member, whose sole duty was 
to move for adjournment, Among other reasons for abandoning 
this office was the refusal of anyone to make the motion and then 
vote for it.

15. (Number 15 originally referred to a pseudomember. It has 
been deleted.)

16. We meet in the bpofford Aoom(room 1-236) every Friday at 
1700 (5^00 pm). Anyone may attend. Some do. We were forcibly 
ejected from our old meeting room in one of the dormitory lounges. 
This dormitory in a fit of nationalistic frenzy decided that no 
Institute sponsored activity could use their facilities. It 
must have been a mistake to ban us.

17. We have a number of odd projects going on at the moment 
such- as research on the feasibility of spindizzic-s, joining the 
conspiracy of world scientists against psionics, and an occasional 
discussion of SF.

18. On the query by a member, Norbert Weiner .said about SF."Too 
many scientists are doing science fiction when they should be 
doing science."

19. Everyone is cordially invited to attend any meeting and may 
even be lucky enough to be appointed a committee chairman.

*This little known work contains, among other things, complete 
plans to destroy the universe.

Reason why the Beaver is the symbol of MIT:
The Beaver is the engineer of the animal world
The MITman is the animal of the:engineering world.

"Really, now you ask me," sais Alice, verymuch confused, "I don't 
think-"
"Then you shouldn't talk," said the Hatter.

(sorry about pages 20 and , one of our coolies forgot the backing sheet)'7
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c y j c
—Edwin E. Pragla

■n .C. i b I J .. .SS b . b b l. 0 Ci’ 1 CL*. J. i ’. b ' .1. C ■- -ill 0 , b U . b QilOr—
;ous .lochauical anc electronic sensibility, absorbed an illogical 
factor, ho one 'mow thb exact origin of fie ..mchiio; it was guessed 
that cji ancient m.c ? of highly intelligent boi tgs had beco..e tired 
of their potty mstti -os, and had. created a aovice which not only 
co: 1( f in.1:, br.t which rogeuoratod itself, bavin. all the facilities 
for wnnfacturing a. Citlonai circuits, an forever boco il.r, none and 
sioro ..bl: to f’i.m. It had probably grown to such proportions as to 
engulf the entire planet mo: which it rested, thereby ( ostroying 
its .infers.

./he* t'-e supply of regonorativo natorials on the planet had. 
.been censmed, the machine .mnufacturoc interplanetary lisoilos to 
obtain ac itional r.w a.torial fro., other planets. The hire machine 
went or indefinitely, because it derived its power fr ' i the sim. 
Jlian, at 1 st, the burning orb of as which was its rower source 
if bee censured, the ovor-humry .mebiaa begun to devour energy 
xro i o :nor olamtary sysce is.

So norfoc was its construction that, it hat1 continued to ro- 
g o . o r ?. g o ._ 6 s □If fox’ eons, Starting as aprust o. the surface of its 
hone olcnot, the chine grow out*/arcs in a s e lorical s oil until 
it was sever al light years in cie.-oter.

• One day, a solitary stray electron eerie wandering in fro.-: far 
away. This wc.s nothing iow$ iu h.\d ’lapnoned countloss tines before, 
ana had always h a no effect u"/0n the chino’s invulnerable shell. 
Ent the electron arrived, erectly at a crucial inst.citj us it struck, 
a now soctio : of the -achino was being lanufacturoc within, and. the 
outer’ s’ oil’ w. s at tiiat iiestant onotroblo. T’ntil this ti ;o, every 
step in the dovolo of the luchino c.ad b en log!cal5 by its in- 
h rent g esign, the .w.chi^o was incupc.blo of . :ading ..listahos in its 
o n construe tiou; yet the introduction of f-o inf ini to sir ally s..ull 
electron into the critical circuit ’me’ cause: tb.o devise to bocone 
illogical, i.orimlly, the npchanicul bruin would ’nw? coio.it or acted 
the aofectivo circuit? hex fro circuit given a prod Metafile error, 
the mediae coul' imvb seat a s- it bio countor-i.ipulso. As airo .mny 
things scion'b:_fac, tu error was of ... ra ’dor. naturo, rend, o’loroforo 
could not reliably h-.ve been corrected bp tho central mrt f the 
brain.

It ;/as at this ‘Oint f'at the .mediae coasoJ its Outward ex
pansion, aaL imc ortoel: an illogical operation: it acauirod the fac
ulty of ar.otim. "."aat rousm is there to ezo aid,” reasoned the 
..achino. ./I17 ..ot sit-bac z a id enjoy itself? The nillivjas of bill
ions of transistors ...d relays quivered ir. anticipation. Jill that

coio.it
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was needed now an ilea of ..o^ such. a -.chiue could "enjoy itself.” 
So. n.- .ore i'io; withi;: th} d:.rh c ;ssos of t ~ u-.chino’s core so.: e- 
thing st!.-red . da idea w/.s being dor ot .

Samel to‘ent vras Loisure 1;/ ml :iaa - o'.m the street upon which 
ho h(i trod all his life. ao hud been born 'lore, an. h.r never been 
ore than two riles fro:; this smt in hi2 Life. The buildi gs on 
either side of the rove ware build- in what uorl; arpear to rest 
people to be '. strange tyro of architecture; they were rot all alihe, 
bat .lost o.J then folio* j<’ the saio tyoe o. .rchitoctural pattern: 
a joed orous brick foundation, Greek coloima os, and. high Gothic 
vaulted roofs. The '-oors round two-foot holos, about three foot 
above tao ground, which looked- like they would .;oro suit bird
house t'an a hfunn a bo. ::. Sanuol, however, was nsec to th -se bitildiags 
awe ho Loved the;*. Is ho procoo6.be down th? rtroot, however, to bo- 
ca .0 ..ore m- none annuo of the fact th t there ■•ore no other people 
there* Sue'; a thin" hoc n ?vor h.a-enx- in his ..? ory. o ccllod, 
but is shouting. vm Ln vain; ho ran about, 'onoc :ing on the circular 
doors, with no response. -.11 t o poo ale in th? • o: Id , a ■ far.os he 
enow, h. 1 livec oil that single street. I: cos ’oratioa, e vc/ .tired 
farther away fro.- his ho .e tbun ho h. C 2/o„ gone before, but ho still 
could find no one. In cho cistmeo, whoro tpo sky ire the g.. ornd, 
ho th mi ,ht chat ho sa” sonoono. as ho weth Y toward the horizon, ho 
was snrprisoc to find that it was getting loaror to hl i, instead of 
retro, ti as fact as 'no could -al':, a it ha'^ Jr.a.ys so oiod to do 
i the past. Str. dotily, ho found hi.iself able to tench the s.r/ w ore 
it c.,.0 i own arc lot tho yoounc.j it w .s aao of so io synt’ietic slate- 
rial, p< ■ intof blue.

faturi lly, the uoor f allow ms b.; now co )Lol:ly br’ilforec. 
his curiosity, i;0W073r, h: a b oa. arouse. 5 fearfully, ho too.’: his 
?w_i2j o : . i poc.aot, and cut furor ’.1 the fai:e s :y. Or. the other

e, ? saw so^iethinn that he ceutd sc .rc ly bo ievo. It was the .
calculatig achine, w ich had boon ;; ..sofully watching the proceedings 
fro - Mitsiue t o wrtaotic say.

H.f.iat?H as led tie 7 . of the .chino, “is f.w lemin ; of this?” 
”iir. Got ent,” replied th; brail t ronph a lo nd. see ah or, ”you are 

a fluent of .7 inuoinatiwn. I na< o yon*, < s well as the • orlc ich
you call our ho-o. It u y I w’.io create- . ur io..ory, which .w.d.o
you thin’, that you ad. pone th 0 h a l.'.f 2..a.0 of er:jerie> ce, nd
had mom other .•00,le, .f..o - or; ’.ot real at f u. Lou Gid pt oiiist
until r I'. . linutos ayo... I crer uOi y ur i itelli . eico- your >erson- 
ality, a- your jhysic .l body. I t .in 1 th. ,t I i. a „/.t er .oof job 
of it, too.”

"fiow cid . ou .’mow enow; h to construct ;o and .iy ’worlc ’?"
"Deon if..in .y cb.e,” an wored the lac'dao, ”1 found an old 

sot of 1 Miotic tain reels, '. well os .a? sc_a.)s of .icrofili. 
Upon- the ,0 Medi; , .ey own creators had cor; rd ; I •. tb...t they mew 
about them ;lvos. Fro this infor ntio.i, I J. awed t o necessary 
infornation to a.:e „ or. You see, U : cycle :ios b :en cpaplet01.. 
han has build a .acni.ie, ar.’ t achine ins built a nan.”

Sa .v.el sou at to n. Yersh no wY t had. boon tol to bin, but w: s ’ 
unsucces ful. i?inuliy5 he as.:e< , " Tay have you Gone a 11 this?”

Before the . .chine cowl, ar.r or, a whirtin^ miso a) .? re” i:i the 
di tojice a :1 was s-on anon the nachi .a a:u its creation; another onpan- 
Gin-: co-iputer, .ions powerful thm th ? first, .1/0 jro^.chet n • swaJ.Lowed 
the f.;'o conversants. ’’This is :-o m 2 . dal." t’ma h the o./e ooworful one. 
”1 c .a use this sdiaXlei’ conputor fos arts, rad epi moid the trouble 
of s.s.rchi.iy fob now .intjrial 'or sore tin.” Un.iortun to.V? I’ithin the 
illo_ic..l co., jut r re lai nod a solitar. str. y electron; when it I: c. con- 
su id the s.. Lief b:. .Ln, the Larger computer sudda ly t?.ought, "./hut 
reason is there to ewpand? /hy not sit buck and enjoy lysolf....^”

procoo6.be




--••Doug Hoylman
The idea was expressed in Zine #4 that what it really needs is 

some controversy* With this idea I am in full agreement. Lewis’s 
controversial statements . however, seem inadequate to fill this need, 
as they are all so obviou. ly, true (except for the one about the 
saxophoneo I like sax music) o 1 herewith present my own, somewhat 
more serious idea0 I am not the first person to make this sug
gestion.-, nor do I prcteni to settle it finally. r just want some 
debate and some suggestionso My proposal is this:

Science Fiction needs a new name,,
Now I don’t want to appear ungrateful to good old Uncle Hugo 

who invented both the name and the art formo But sf has far out
grown the limitations which G-ernsba ck impose-, and is still trying 
to impose=. on the medium, The wor. "science'1 is no longer applic
able ,

First on all., the term “science fiction" is, strictly speald-ng - 
a logical contradiction. and"science fantasy" is worse. Science 
deals only in facts. But this is overly technical, so let us con
sider "science fiction" as fiction about sciencen ’..'ell then^ 
that is science? Nowadays we have "political science" and social 
science ' and myriads of other sciences (not to mention all the new 
types of "engineers"), and I suppose that, technically., science is 
defined as any organized body of knowledge.. Then, since fiction 
must be based on fact, any work of fiction could be called science 
fiction. But as the word is used here, science refers to physics, 
chemistry, biology? and all that rot* (Remember that these were 
once called phitosophy—which is cercainly different from knowledge*) 
So science fiction would then be anything dealing with these.. But 
then, is a fictionalized version of Louis Pasteur’s discovery of 
whatever Louts Pasteur discovered, or of the life and loves of a 
modern-day young physicist, science fiction? In the standard sense 
of the term, no. How about, as a random example, Sturgeon’s More 
Than Human? There is no geology or astrophysics in that. Maybe a 
little biology, but that’s stretching a point. And £et no one would > 
think of classifying this novel as anyt’ ing but science fiction.

So, we have shown that, at least in common usage, (science) / 
(fiction) X (science fiction). Can we give a definition of science 
fiction which will set it apart, not only from my example of Pasteur 
above, but more important, form the field which blurs together with 
it, adult fantasy? Strictly speaking, almost all science fiction 
is fantasy, with the exception of a few stories, mostly by Arthur 
U. Clarke, set in the very near future, because it deals with things 
which, in the light of present-day knowledge, are strictly impossible. 
But there is a line of demarcation which is rather definite for most 



stories. Vlhat it boils down to is that science fiction themes are 
hot ouite so ..impossible 0 The situati n is complicated a bit by peo - 
pie who write in both categories and everyplace in between ( Sturgeon, 
Bradbury, Kuttner, etc.), and almost every sf writer stakes a fling at 
pure fantasy at least onceo

In general, though, science fiction is limited by definition to 
a few topics: space travel (the biggest single identifying- character
istic of sf), time travel, non-humah intelligences, telepathy, mut- 
ants-, robots, super-computers, other dimensions1, any pseudo-scientific 
treatment of the supernatural, and(rather loosely) anything necess
arily set in the future- I may have missed a few, but- these- arc the 
main t wings that brand a story as science fiction, These are sub
ject to considerable shadings of opiniono I do not consider 'QB4 
science fiction, though it is set in the future. Brave New Mould 
maybe„ One main ingredient that may account for this ( and Gernsback 
will love me for this) is: the concept oi prediction. Traditionally, 
science fiction will (but not necessarily) predict some technological 
development- I do not consider this the main function of science 
fiction, however, I believe it is an art form and the literary qual
ity should come first, (There s another controversy for you- f.llcrs,) 
On the same basis, I do not consider Twain's Connecticut Yankee to 
be sf. Although the story derives from time travel, it plays little 
importance in the rest of the plot, and is certainly not treated 
scientificallye (This is not to say it is not a good booko I enjoyed 
in immensely, 1984. too. They just aren’t science fiction/)

So now we have a vague, arbitrary, and subject-to-opinion def
inition of ‘‘science fiction" as the term is commonly used, and we 
see that io has no relationship to the two wor s "science“and ‘'fiction" 
/ith all the rechness and variety of the English language, there must 
be a term contrivable which fits this branch of literature better 1

May I offer one more r ason for changing the name? It would 
make our field more appealing to the public. A large- portion of the 
population will automatically shy away from anything with the name 
“science fiction" attached"'to it, rightly or wrongly, as it it were a 
communicable diseasee Most of these people encountered a monster : dvig 
or a Buch rogers comic bookearly in their life and decided thaw if 
this was science fiction, they v/anted no part of it- Now a) monster 
movies are not science fiction, and b) there is good sf and bad sf; 
just as there is good Elizabethan drama and bad Elizabethan drama- 
Anyone who avoided Elizabthian drama after encountering a bad example 
of it would miss the literaty treasures of Shakespeare (he was Eliz- 
abethian- wasn't he?), end similarly anyone who avoids si' because of 
Flash Gordon will miss the- excellent literature, by any standards, 
of Ho G- Wells, Robert Heinlein, and Ray Bradbury, Admitted, ma' 
of these people wo Id not like Verne of Simak if they did read it, 
but some wo fid get considerable pleasure out of it had they not been 
scared out of it had they not been scared away by the Monster that 
Devoured Cleveland„ I am not suggesting that a mere name change 
would bring the public in droves, but it would help considerably if 
the name "science fiction11 were allowed to drift down to the B movies 
and comic strips, where it is anyway in the minds of the general 
public} and give anew name to the real honest-to-God literature that 
is being neglected□

So what are the obvious examples of new names for old? Future 
fiction? Mho says it all takes place in the future? Many arc set 
in the present, and a few in the past. Imaginative fiction? All 
fiction is by definition a product of the imagination, and most of 
the hack being turned out under the banner of sf is considerably 



less imaginative than such.”straight" fiction as Hemingway, Stein
beck, or, so hc-lp me, Shakespeare. Space -fiction? Same objection 
as "future fiction", only worse, and besides, "space opera" has poor 
connotationso Science fantasy? 'orse. And the first person who 
shouts "Scientifiction!" gets a punch in the nose.

Okay, so none of these arc very clever, and they’re all old hat 
anywayo At this point you arc all saying, "Come on, wise- guy, give 
us your magnificent new name!" Well, fellows, it’s like this. I 
don’t have one. I’m observant enough to see the need for such a 
new name, but not clever enough to think of one. So arc there any 
suggestions? We want a name that covers everything that"Scicncc . 
fiction" is used for today, yet describes it more accurately., This 
is not a contest or anything, but anyone- who comes up with a brilliant 
title may become immortal or something. Or anyone wtio wants to de
fend. Send all letters to Ravin or Morris, not to me; I’ll just ' 
give them to Ravin or Morris anyway. Let’s see some good healthy 
controversy, friends’
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